Vacancies

Post of Temporary Demonstrator in Department of Zoology
Faculty of Science

Department of Zoology, Faculty of Science has few vacancies for Temporary Demonstrators in Zoology.

Graduates holding a B.Sc. (Special) Degree in Zoology or B.Sc. (General) Degree with Zoology as a subject & with a class, shall apply by submitting the application, which can be downloaded from

http://www.ruh.ac.lk/Misc/Vacancy/29042015/app.doc

with their curriculum vitae and copy of the detailed (with course units, grades, GPA) degree certificate to the following address on or before 1\textsuperscript{st} January 2020. All applicants should be fluent in English.

Address: Assistant Registrar or e-mail to: office@sci.ruh.ac.lk
Faculty of Science
University of Ruhuna
Matara.